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developers have little to reuse. One approach to break this
deadlock is to focus on the creation of a good reuse repository
first and then to institute a reuse program top-down by enforcing
reuse through education and other organizational changes [7]. A
second approach is to foster a reuse culture bottom-up by
encouraging software developers to reuse components from a
repository that may not be of high quality in its initial state, but
can be evolved through the participation and contribution of
software developers [19]. Such an approach requires reuseconducive development environments that can reduce the
challenges faced by developers who reuse software components
and contribute to reuse repositories [45],

ABSTRACT
Technical, cognitive, and social factors inhibit the widespread
success of systematic software reuse. Our research is primarily
concerned with the cognitive and social challenges faced by
software developers: how to motivate them to reuse and how to
reduce the difficulty of locating components from a large reuse
repository. Our research has explored a new interaction style
between software developers and reuse repository systems
enabled by information delivery mechanisms. Instead of passively
waiting for software developers to explore the reuse repository
with explicit queries, information delivery autonomously locates
and presents components by using the developers' partially
written programs as implicit queries.

Creating reuse-conducive development environments poses not
only technical challenges, such as effective tools to help software
developers locate and understand components, but also cognitive
and social challenges, such as what motivates software developers
to initiate the reuse process and contribute to the reuse repository,
and what the difficulties are in such activities [33].

We have designed, implemented, and evaluated a system called
CodeBroker, which illustrates different techniques to address the
essential challenges in information delivery: to make the delivered
information relevant to the task-at-hand and personalized to the
background knowledge of an individual developer. Empirical
evaluations of CodeBroker show that information delivery is
effective in promoting reuse.

Our research is primarily concerned with the cognitive and social
challenges of reuse [8, 46]. Software developers are unable, or
unwilling, to reuse if they do not know the existence of reusable
components or do not know how to locate, understand, and use
them.

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
Although it is widely believed that software reuse improves both
the quality and productivity of software development [2],
systematic reuse has not yet met its expected success. Instituting a
reuse program involves two essential issues:

Many reuse research efforts [27, 29, 32] have tried to design
various mechanisms and tools to assist software developers in
locating and understanding components. Browsing and searching
are the principal mechanisms used to locate components. In both
mechanisms, software developers must initiate and operate the
locating process; therefore, the success of reuse is greatly affected
by how well they know about the reuse repository [4]. Browsing
and searching are of little use for less experienced software
developers because they do not even anticipate the existence of
components or do not know how to use the reuse repository
properly. Large reuse repositories that contain many components
are essential for the widespread success of systematic reuse. As
reuse repositories grow larger, it becomes increasingly difficult
for software developers to know or anticipate the existence of
components. We propose here a new mechanism for locating
components: information delivery that autonomously locates and
presents software developers with task-relevant and personalized
components. We have designed and implemented a system called
CodeBroker, which illustrates different techniques to make the
delivered components relevant to the task-at-hand and
personalized to the background knowledge of an individual
developer. Empirical evaluations of CodeBroker show that
information delivery is effective in promoting reuse.

• Creating and maintaining a reuse repository, which requires
managerial commitments and substantial initial investments,
both financially and intellectually;
• Enabling software developers to build new software systems
with components from the reuse repository.
The above two issues are in a deadlock: if software developers are
unable to reuse, the investments in reuse cannot be justified;
conversely, if companies are unwilling to invest in reuse, software
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concepts in problem domains directly into reusable components
that have higher abstraction levels [20, 22]. Such a reuse approach
is often referred to as "opportunistic reuse" [38] because its
success relies solely on how much software developers know
about components.

2. OUR CONCEPTUAL F R A M E W O R K
Reuse repository systems are a subset of high-functionality
applications (HFAs) [9] that contain a large amount of
information for computer users to access and use. The common
problem faced by all HFAs is how to help users (or software
developers in the case of reuse repository systems) locate, learn,
and apply the task-relevant information that can help them
accomplish their current task (Figure 1).

To achieve systematic reuse, software developers must be able to
reuse not only the components they know, but also the
components they do not yet know. To do so, they have to
incorporate a reuse process into their current development
process. A reuse process consists of three steps: locating the
components reusable in the task-at-hand, comprehending the
functionality and usage of the components, and modifying the
components if there is not any component that completely fits the
task [ 11 ].

Our empirical studies [9] have shown that users typically have
different levels of knowledge about HFAs. In Figure 1, the
rectangle L4 represents the actual information space, and the ovals
(L1, L2, and L3) represent a particular user's different levels of
knowledge of the information space. L1 represents the elements
that are well known and can be easily used by users, even without
consulting help and documentation systems. L2 contains the
elements that users know vaguely. L3 contains elements that users
anticipate to exist in the HFA. A portion of L3 lies outside the
actual information space, so it contains the elements that the user
believes exist but actually do not. The existence of many elements
that fall in the area (L4 - L3) is not even anticipated by the user.
Browsing and searching mechanisms that require users to initiate
the information locating process cannot help users obtain
information in (L4 - L3) because users cannot ask for help if they
are not even aware of the existence of available information.

Systematic reuse fails in the first place if software developers do
not make an attempt to locate components. Such a phenomenon of
"no attempt to reuse" [15] is often regarded as an attitude
problem, and is commonly labeled as the "Not-Invented-Here"
syndrome. Many empirical studies [14, 20, 25] have shown,
however, that software developers would put a lot of effort into
locating and reusing components if they knew of the components
that can be reused. In other words, software developers are often
very determined to reuse components in L2.
Reuse often fails not because software developers are unwilling to
reuse, but because they are unable to do so due to the lack of
appropriate knowledge about the operation of a reuse repository
and its components. Much of the "Not-invented-Here"
phenomenon is caused by the cognitive difficulties that are
inherent in the reuse process [8, 46]. Software developers

We have long been concerned with designing both useful and
usable HFAs in different application domains, and our research
efforts enable us to examine the reuse problem from a
multidimensional perspective. In this section, we discuss lessons
we have learned from our research on information retrieval,
human-computer interaction, and knowledge-based systems that
have helped us create a conceptual framework for the software
reuse problem.

• may not have sufficient knowledge about the reuse repository
and cannot even anticipate the existence of those components
in the area (L4 - L3) that can be reused in their cmrrent task;
• may perceive that reuse costs more than developing from
scratch;
• may not be able to use the repository system by formulating a
proper query or browsing the repository to locate
components in L3; and
• may not be able to understand the found components.

2.1 Cognitive Issues in Reuse
The implication of Figure 1 for reuse is as follows. Because
software developers know the components in L1 very well, they
can reuse those components easily, not only in the phase of
implementing software systems, but also in the phases of
requirement analysis and system design because they can map
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Figure 1: Different levels of knowledge about a high-functionality application (HFA)
The challenge in HFAs is how to differentiate task-relevant and personalized information from irrelevant information.
The cloud represents the information needed for the inferred task-at-hand (with fuzzy boundaries because the system
may have only a rudimentary understanding of it). The black dots are not relevant for the task-at-hand and should
therefore not be delivered. The white dots inside the cloud should not be delivered because they are already known by
a specific user (inferred from the user model, as discussed in Section 3.3).
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tasks. The challenge in implementing reuse repository systems is
not only to make components available to software developers,
but to locate the "right" component (task-relevant) at the "right"
time (when it is needed) to the "right" software developer
(personalized).

2.2 Information Retrieval and Reuse
Most research on information retrieval is focused on designing an
effective indexing and retrieval algorithm that achieves high recall
and precision after users have formulated and submitted
queries [37]. Various schemas of indexing and retrieving software
components have been proposed in previous reuse research [16].
Although such schemas are very important, it is equally, if not
more, important to investigate what motivates users to formulate
queries as well as what kind of knowledge is needed for users to
formulate queries.

Multiple Communication Channels. Traditionally, information
needs are communicated to systems through a narrow explicit
communication channel established by users when they start
browsing or searching. Because software developers work with
computers, reuse repository systems can explore the power of
implicit communication channels [9] that can be established when
reuse repository systems are integrated with development
environments [12]. Such an integration makes the workspace of
software developers accessible to reuse repository systems that
can infer the needs for software components from partially written
programs. Based on the inferred needs, reuse repository systems
can deliver task-relevant components without explicit queries
from users.

Conceptual Gap between Situation Model and System Model.
The needs for components are derived from development
activities and are conceptualized in a situation model, which is the
mental model software developers have of their development task
[21]. To locate components from a reuse repository, developers
have to convert the situation model into the "actual" system
model, which includes the ways of describing and structuring
components in the repository. For example, a software developer
may want to draw a circle, but she must know that the method is
called drawOval in the Java class library to search it; or she must
know that this method is in the j a v a . awt package and in the
Graphics class if she prefers browsing. This conceptual gap
between situation and system models is a significant cognitive
barrier to locating components [ 11].

Personalized Information Needs. Because different software
developers have differing knowledge about the reuse repository,
reuse repository systems should not return the same set of
components to all software developers. To personalize the located
components to the specific background of each software
developer requires user models [9] to represent the existing
knowledge that software developers have of the reuse repository.
User models can be adaptive and adaptable. User models are
adaptive if the system implicitly creates and updates them by
observing the interactions between the system and users; and they
are adaptable if users explicitly update them by adding or
removing information.

Information Delivery. Information delivery ("push" technology)
is a complementary approach to information access ("pull"
technology), such as browsing and searching. Unlike information
access, which requires users to initiate the information locating
process, information delivery infers the needs for information by
monitoring the low-level activities of users, and autonomously
locates and delivers information based on the inferred needs [31].
Information delivery is needed to take advantage of the large
number of potentially useful components contained in (L4 - L3)
(see Figure 1). The big challenge in making information delivery
systems useful is to exploit the working context and the distinct
information needs of each user to present only those components
that are related to the task-at-hand and are not yet known to the
individual user [13], rather than bombarding users with
decontextualized and irrelevant information. An example of a
decontextualized information delivery system that almost all users
choose not to use is Microsoft Office's Tip of the Day [9].

2.4 Knowledge-Based Systems and Reuse
The influence of knowledge-based systems on reuse is twofold.
First, reuse repository systems are software developers' assistants
that supplement their insufficient knowledge about components.
Second, knowledge-based approaches can be used to infer the
needs for components from low-level user activities through the
implicit communication channel.

Knowledge Augmentation. Cognitive theory has revealed that a
cognitive activity is primarily determined by its surrounding
environment, which includes information present in both the
workspace and the memory of human beings. Subsequent
problem-solving actions are chosen by incorporating new
information from the developer's memory triggered by cues
present in the workspace [39]. That explains why software
developers with differing knowledge often choose very different
approaches to develop the same task [42]. For the same task, a
software developer who recalls a certain component that can be
reused in the task may take a bottom-up approach to design the
program that is centered on the component, whereas another
developer who does not know or recall that component may take a
top-down approach to decompose the task further [38].

Retrieval-by-Reformulation. Because of the aforementioned
conceptual gap and the unfamiliarity with the information space
of HFAs, many users are unable to create a well-defined query on
their first attempt to locate relevant information. Retrieval-byreformulation [44] is the process that allows users to
incrementally improve their query after they have familiarized
themselves with the information space by evaluating previous
retrieval results.
Retrieval-by-reformulation is especially
important in information delivery systems that infer information
needs. Combining information delivery and retrieval-byreformulation makes the information location process a
collaborative one in which computers and users complement each
other's strengths.

Information delivery can make unknown components reused in a
way similar to known components. Because timely delivered
components based on the cues in the workspace become a part of
the immediately accessible information in the workspace, they can
be regarded as the results of recall automated by computers, and
motivate software developers to take a design approach that favors
reuse. With the information delivery mechanism, all components

2.3 Human-Computer Interaction and Reuse
A fundamental objective of human-computer interaction in an
information-rich world is to provide computer users with
experiences that fit their specific background knowledge and
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in the reuse repository, whether they are k n o w n or not, may
possibly actively contribute to the software development process.

relationship. Text documents and queries are represented as
vectors in the semantic space, based on the words contained; and
the similarity between a query and a document is determined by
the distance of their respective vectors. The semantic space
created by LSA is similar to the knowledge net that a human
acquires about words through reading [21], and therefore has the
potential to reduce the conceptual gap between situation model
and system model in locating components.

Finding Task-Relevant Components with Similarity Analysis.
The two basic approaches to infer the high-level goals of users
from their low-level activities and then find task-relevant
information to help them accomplish the task are: plan recognition
and similarity analysis. Due to the difficulty of recognizing plans
from an unfinished program, we use the similarity analysis
approach. The logic assumption of similarity analysis is: "If the
current working situation, defined by the self-revealing
information in the workspace, is similar enough to a previous
situation in which information X was used, then it is highly
possible that information X is also needed in the current
situation."

3. DELIVERING TASK-RELEVANT AND
PERSONALIZED COMPONENTS
Based on our conceptual framework, we have designed,
implemented, and evaluated a system called CodeBroker that
delivers task-relevant and personalized components. It supports
Java developers in reusing components without leaving their
development environment, Emacs, which is augmented with the
RCl-display (Reusable Component Information display, the lower
buffer in Figure 2), where task-relevant and personalized
components are autonomously shown.

Software developers often use meaningful comments and
identifier names to communicate the concept or the functional
purpose of programs [1, 29, 40]; doc comments of Java are
specifically introduced for that purpose. Other self-revealing
information includes the signatures of modules that define the
types of input and output data [47]. Therefore, the relevance of a
component to the task-at-hand can be determined by the
conceptual similarity between the comments and identifiers in the
program being developed and the textual documents of
components in the repository, and the signature compatibility
between the signatures of programs under development and those
of components.

3.1 Overview of the CodeBrroker System
CodeBroker (Figure 3) consists of an interface agent and a backend search engine. Running continuously as a background process
in Emacs, the interface agent infers and extracts reuse queries by
monitoring development activities. Queries are passed to the
search engine, which retrieves matching components. Retrieved
components are delivered by the interface agent in the RCIdisplay, after it has removed the components that are contained in
discourse models and user models. Discourse models, created by
software developers during previous interactions with the system,
include components that these developers have indicated are of no
interest in the current development session. User models, created
and updated by both the system and software developers, contain
components known to individual software developers.

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). LSA [24] is a free-text
indexing and retrieval technique that takes semantics into
consideration. It can be used to determine the conceptual
similarity between the task-at-hand and components in the
repository. From a large volume of training documents in a
specific domain, LSA first creates a domain-specific semantic
space of words to capture the overall pattern of their associative
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Figure 2: An example of the use of CodeBroker
This screen image shows what a developer using CodeBroker sees. The developer wants to write a method that creates a
random number between two integers, and describes the task in the doc comment and signature before the cursor, based on
which several components are delivered in the RCl-display (the lower buffer). The first of these delivered components,
g e t I n t , is a perfect match and can be reused immediately.
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Figure 3: The system architecture of CodeBroker
Components that match the queries, which are extracted from doc comments and signatures, are delivered after being
filtered with discourse models and user models. Discourse models (see Section 3.2.3) remove irrelevant components
(black dots), and user models (see Section 3.3) remove known components (unshaded dots). Discourse models and
user models can both be updated by users through the S k i p C o m p o n e n t s
Menu. User models are also
automatically updated when the system detects the reuse of a component in the workspace. Users who want to know
more about a component can go to the Java documentation by clicking on the delivered component.
The
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contains

indexes

created

they are interested in certain components in the RCl-display, they
can trigger the presentation of the second layer of information
with mouse movements. When the mouse cursor is moved over
the component name, the signature of the component is shown in
the mini-buffer (the last line of Emacs in Figure 2); and when the
mouse cursor is over the synopsis, words contributing to the
relevance between the component and the task-at-hand are shown
in the mini-buffer to reveal why this component is retrieved and to
help software developers refine their queries if necessary. The
third layer of information, which is the most complete description
of a component, is shown in an external HTML browser. A leftclick on the component name brings up the full Javadoc
documentation for the component (Figure 3).

by

CodeBroker from the standard Java documentation that Javadoc
generates from Java source programs, and links to the Java
documentation system.

CodeBroker delivers components whenever a doc comment or a
signature definition is entered. For example, in Figures 2 and 3,
the developer who wants to create a random number between two
integers writes a doc comment. As soon as the rightmost ' / '
(signaling the end of a doc comment) is entered, the contents of
the doc comment are extracted as a query, and components from
the repository that match it are shown immediately in the RCIdisplay. Because there are many random number generators that
operate on different data types, the software developer may want
to find the one that takes integers as input. The developer can
continue programming by defining the signature of the method.
As soon as the signature definition is finished (the left bracket ' {'
before the cursor), CodeBroker extracts the signature, which is
then combined with the preceding doc comment as a query to
retrieve matching components. The first component in the RCIdisplay in Figure 2 does exactly what the developer wants and can
be reused immediately.

If the software developer feels too many irrelevant components
are delivered in the RCl-display, activating the Skip
Components Menu associated with each component will filter
them out (Figure 3). Filtering can be applied at three levels of
granularity: (1) filtering out the component itself by choosing the
first item in the menu, (2) filtering out all components from its
class by choosing the second item, or (3) filtering out all
components from its package by choosing the third item. Three
commands exist for each chosen item. The first command, This
B u f f e r Only, removes the chosen item from the RCl-display
buffer; the second command, This Session Only, not only
removes the chosen item from the buffer, but also adds it to the
discourse model (see Section 3.2.3); and the third command, A l l
S e s s i o n s , both removes the chosen item from the buffer and
adds it to the user model (see Section 3.3).

CodeBroker presents information with three different layers of
abstraction. The first layer is the RCl-display in which 20 (the
number can be customized) components are shown according to
their task relevance, and each component is accompanied by its
rank of relevance, relevance value, name, and synopsis. To reduce
the intrusiveness [12], users are not required to interact with the
system if they are not interested in the delivered components. If
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through which they can refine queries and also limit the range of
retrieval. Most reuse repositories are organized hierarchically. For
example, components in Java are placed in different packages and
classes according to their application domains. Most development
tasks involve only a part of the repository, and software
developers are not interested in components from irrelevant
packages and classes. Through the retrieval-by-reformulation
interface, they can exclude components from certain packages and
classes by adding their names to the Filtered C o m p o n e n t s
field, or limit the search to packages and classes of interest by
adding their names to the Interested Components field
(Figure 4).

3.2 Delivering Task-Relevant Components
CodeBroker explores multiple communication channels to deliver
task-relevant components. Through the implicit communication
channel established by its interface agent, it autonomously
extracts reuse queries from partially written programs. It uses the
discourse models created by software developers through an
explicit communication channel to capture the larger context of
the development task.

3.2.1 Extracting Queries Autonomously
Reuse queries are extracted from doc comments and signatures. A
software program has three aspects: concept, code, and constraint.
The concept of a program is its functional purpose; the code is the
embodiment of the concept; and the constraint is the environment
in which it runs. This characterization is similar to the 3C model
of Tracz [41], who uses concept, content, and context to describe
a component. Important concepts of a program are often
contained in its informal information structure. Informal
information includes structural indentation, comments, and
identifier names [40], which are important beacons to
understanding programs [1, 28, 29]. One important constraint of a
program is its type compatibility, which is manifested in its
signature. For a reusable component to be easily integrated, its
signature should be compatible with the environment into which it
is going to be incorporated.

Although the interface can also be used as the traditional search
interface, software developers who do not know the structure of
the repository well enough may not be able to specify the
interested or uninterested parts at their first searching attempt. The
delivered components can familiarize them with the repository
and enable them over time to formulate reuse queries that are
closer to the system model.

3.2.3 Creating Discourse Models
Doc comments and signatures describe the immediate
programming task, namely, the module that the software
developer is going to develop. A module is only a part of the
whole development task, and the functionality of the module is
deeply connected with other modules that have been developed so
far. Therefore, software developers' interactions with the system
in the development of previous modules provide a discourse to
interpret the current development activity and to limit the
applicability of information in the current situation. This is similar
to the conversation structure in natural language, in which a new
utterance is interpreted by the listener in light of the
conversational discourse defined by previous interactions.

Based on the assumption of similarity analysis, a component is
highly likely to be reused if it shows either conceptual similarity,
or constraint compatibility, or both, to the task-at-hand. The
conceptual similarity that exists between the textual document of a
component and the doc comment extracted from Emacs is
determined by LSA. The constraint compatibility, or signature
compatibility, that exists between the signature of a component
and the extracted signature, is determined by the process of
signature matching [46].

The interaction history between a software developer and
CodeBroker in a development session is captured in a discourse
model, which is used as a filter to improve the task-relevance of
delivered components. A development session is defined by the
software developer who starts and ends the session by activating
and deactivating the CodeBroker system, respectively.

3.2.2 Supporting Retrieval-by-Reformulation
Doc comments and signatures may not describe the task-at-hand
completely and precisely. Furthermore, current information
retrieval algorithms, including LSA, are unable to retrieve all of
the task-relevant information and the task-relevant information
only [37]. CodeBroker unavoidably delivers some irrelevant
components and misses some relevant components. The retrievalby-reformulation interface (Figure 4) in CodeBroker enables
software developers to incrementally reformulate reuse queries
after they have studied the delivered components, until they locate
what they want.
~

:~ l]iscource model ~:or the ~ession :istar.teda t ? h u Nov2 08:53:121
~(!java.u~il.z/tp")~," PackeBe added at Thu Nov 2 08:55:53.
("~a~a,awt" C~CardLat3out"))) ~; Class added at Thu Nov 2 09:20:]

Figure 5: A n example discourse model

Each development session starts with an empty discourse model
that is incrementally updated by the software developer as he
interacts with the system. Discourse models in CodeBroker
contain components that do not interest software developers in the
current development session, because it is often much easier for
users to identify misfits than fits. Figure 5 shows an example of a
discourse model extracted from one of our experiments, in which
the subject was asked to create a program that simulates the
process of dealing cards randomly. CodeBroker responded to his
initial doc comments with some components from the package
j ava. ut il. zip and the class java. awt. CardLayout because
their documents contained some words that also appeared in the
doc comments. The subject knew he did not need any components
from the package and the class for his task, so he right-clicked on
the components to launch the Skip Components Menu (Figure
3) to add the package and the class to the discourse model. For the

Q,tmmr,~: Shu¢~Ie the cords to an arbltrar9 order

£a,,~,t.t I],a,'S:
Ftlt,ec'ed£~w*mm~..~: j,m,~a.awt

Im~--,~t.ed C(*~,nem,ts: c~.,.obje~ct~pace.jsl.algor~thm~.'I~.hufgl),h!i~

Figure 4: The retrieval-by-reformulation interface
The retrieval-by-reformulation interface represents an explicit
communication channel that must be activated by users, and
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a method component is invoked. A method invocation in Java is
followed by a left parenthesis. Whenever a left parenthesis is
entered in the editor, after CodeBroker has excluded the nonmethod invocation cases, such as the Java f o r statement, it scans
back to extract the name of the method. Because a method name
may not be unique in Java, CodeBroker needs to determine its
class and package to add it to the user model. If the method is an
instance method, CodeBroker determines its class by looking up
the declaration of the variable that precedes the method. If the
method is a class method and its class is not included in the
method invocation statement, CodeBroker looks up all imported
classes of the program to find the class that has the method. If the
class is not unique in the repository, CodeBroker picks the
package that is imported in the beginning of the program with the
Java import statement. Only method components are implicitly
added to user models in CodeBroker because the software
developer may not know the entire class even if a method of the
class is reused. The components added to user models by the
system have a use time, which is the time the component is
detected to be invoked in the editor. Components that have more
than three use times (the number is customizable) are considered
as well known, namely, included in L1 (Figure 1), and
components that have fewer than four use times are considered as
vaguely known (L2).

remaining interactions with the system in the same development
session, all components from the package and the class were not
delivered to the subject.
Both a discourse model and the Filtered Components field in
the retrieval-by-reformulation interface (Figure 4) are used to
remove irrelevant components specified by software developers.
However, the former is used not only in the current delivery but
also in all following deliveries in the same development session,
whereas the latter is only used for the current delivery. Such a
design is meant to give sofiware developers different levels of
control of the scope of component location according to their
needs.

3.3 Delivering Personalized Components
Delivering a component that is well known to a software
developer is not desirable. Because each software developer has
different knowledge about the reuse repository, the system needs
to personalize its delivery to each developer's unique needs.
; ; user ~ d e l
(

for J e f f
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( "java,epplet"
("Applet"

("getPar~m~t,erIn~o")) ;; Added omj Jeff at Thu 20B:20:lO 2000
)
(",java.1o"
("File"
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4.

EVALUATION
To understand how information delivery can support component
reuse, we have conducted empirical evaluations of CodeBroker
with software developers.

)

("Jaue.r~t") ;~ Ad4ed b~ Jeff at Thu 2 09:15:11 2000
)

The reuse repository used in evaluation experiments included 673
classes and 7,338 methods from the Java 1.1.8 core library and
JGL 1.3 library (created by Objectspace, Inc.). The semantic space
created by LSA was trained with documents from four sources:
Linux on-line manuals, programming textbooks, the Java
language specification and virtual machine specification, and Java
class libraries. In total, there were 78,475 documents and 10,988
different terms.

Figure 6: An example user model
A user model is a Lisp list with the following format:
(package
(class
(method

use-time

use-time

use-time

...)))

where the use-time field indicates when the developer
reused the component. No use-time field means the
component was added by the user. An empty class field
or method field means the whole package or class is
known to the developer.

4.1 Recall and Precision
Information retrieval systems are conventionally evaluated by
recall and precision [37]. Recall is the proportion of relevant
material actually retrieved in answers to a search query; and
precision is the proportion of retrieved material that is actually
relevant. Figure 7 shows the recall-precision curve for the results
of executing 19 queries in CodeBroker. A half of the queries were
created by us, and the other half were collected from empirical
experiments and frequently asked questions in Java-related
newsgroups. The data shown in Figure 7 is lower than those
reported in the evaluations of other reuse repository systems [ 16].
However, retrieval systems can be compared only when all the

CodeBroker uses user models (Figure 6) to represent software
developers' knowledge about the reuse repository. User models
contain both well-known (L1 in Figure 1) and vaguely known
(L2) components. Only well-known components are removed
from deliveries because, although software developers can retrieve
L2 components by themselves, automatic delivery can save the
locating time.

The contents of user models are collaboratively maintained by the
system and users. CodeBroker creates the initial user model by
analyzing the Java programs the software developer has created so
far. Software developers can explicitly adapt their user models.
When a known component is delivered and they do not want the
same component to be delivered again, they can use the S k i p
Components Menu (Figure 3) to add the component, its class, or
its package to user models. Such user-added components do not
have a use-time field in user models, and they belong to L1 in
Figure 1.

tO0

CodeBroker implicitly updates user models when it observes that
software developers invoke a method component during their
programming (Figure 3). It uses heuristic rules to determine when
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Figure 7: The recall-precision curve
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queries and the criteria for relevance are the same. Our criteria for
relevance were very strict because we considered as relevant only
those components that could actually be reused in implementing
the tasks described by the queries.

Table 1: Overall Results of Experiments

'~

4.2 The Structure of the Experiments
Five subjects who had extensive software development experience
voluntarily participated in the evaluation experiments. Their
expertise in Java varied from medium to expert. Our experiments
adopted both the multi-project variation approach, in which one
subject conducted two or three different projects, and the
replicated project approach, in which one project is conducted by
two or more subjects [3].

S1

Twelve experiments were conducted. In each experiment, the
subject was asked to implement a predetermined small task. Each
task could be implemented with different combinations of
components from the repository. The following is a sample task:

$2

Traditionally, Chinese write numbers with a comma
inserted at each fourth number from the right. For
example, 1,000,000 is written as 100,0000. Implement a
program that transforms the Chinese writing format
(100,0000) to the Western format (1,000,000).

$3
$4
$5

Before the experiment, CodeBroker first created initial user
models for the subjects by analyzing the Java programs they had
developed recently. Subjects were instructed to follow their
normal practice dunng the experiments. They were encouraged to
take advantage of the components delivered by CodeBroker, but
they were not forced to do so. They could also use their normal
ways of locating components with books or the Java
documentation system. Subjects were asked to describe their
implementation plans for the given task before they started
programming. We asked them to think aloud during the
experiments and videotaped all experiments. Analyses were based
on automatically logged data, transcribed videotapes, and postexperiment interviews in which we asked questions regarding
their experience with CodeBroker.

Sum

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

10
3
7
4
5
5
4
3
4
3
4
5
57

~

4
1
1
1
3
2
3
0
3
1
1
0
20

Breakdown of reused
components from
deliveries

2
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
9

2
0
0
0
2
1
2
0
3
0
0
0
10

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

"~

0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
2
2
0
8

interviews, subjects acknowledged that CodeBroker made locating
them much easier and faster.
"I did not have to start browsing and go through the
packages, and I did not have to go through the index of
methods. I could just go to the short list [RCI-display], fred
it and click it."
"The key benefit of this [CodeBroker] is that it gives you
methods for every class, not like this one [the Java
documentation system] that you have to first find which
class it is in and then go to the class. Although it has index
of methods, it is hard to find here [the Java documentation
system]."

4.3 Findings of Experiments
Table 1 shows the overall results of the experiments. Subjects
reused delivered components during 10 of the 12 experiments.
The 12 programs created by the subjects used 57 distinct
components, 20 of which were delivered by CodeBroker.

Snowball Effects of Deliveries. The last column in Table 1 shows
the number of components that were not delivered but were
triggered to be reused by deliveries. In some cases, when the
subjects wanted to reuse a delivered component that requires
other supplementary components, they had to find those
components through browsing. Subjects had not known those
triggered components before, and it was the deliveries that
motivated software developers to reuse them.

Reusing Unanticipated Components. Of the 20 reused
components that were delivered, the subjects did not anticipate the
existence of 9 (see 5th column in Table 1). In other words, those 9
components could not have been reused without the support of
CodeBroker, and the subjects would have created their own
solutions instead. As two subjects commented in the interviews:

"I did not know the ±sDig±t thing. I would have wasted
time to design that thing."

Knowledge Augmentation. Information delivery not only
encourages software developers to reuse components but also
augments their abilities in constructing implementations centered
on the delivered components that they have not known before.
This observation was best illustrated with the different approaches
taken by subjects $2, $3, and $5 when they implemented the
sample task described in Section 4.2.

Reducing Locating Time. Although the subjects anticipated the
existence of the other 11 components (see 6th and 7th columns in
Table 1), they had known neither the names nor the functionality,
and had never reused them before. They might have reused the 11
components if they could manage to locate them by themselves. In

In describing his implementation plan, $3 anticipated that some
methods from the java. t e x t . N u m b e r F o r m a t class might help
him read numbers in Chinese format and write it out in Western
format, although he did not know exactly what those methods
were nor what their functionality was. As a result, he successfully

"I would have never looked up the r o l l function by
myself; I would have done a lot of stuff by hand. Just
because it showed up in the list, I saw the C a l e n d a r
provided the roll feature that allowed me to do the task."
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the results are still far from satisfying, as we can see from the
recall-precision curve (Figure 7). We are investigating more
sophisticated mechanisms to retrieve and deliver components
based on other cues in software development environments. For
example, a software developer may write a program based on a
known design pattern or framework [17], which places extra
constraints on the type of components that can be reused. Such
constraints can be utilized to improve the task-relevance of
delivered components.

constructed his program concisely using methods that were
located by CodeBroker after he had limited the search to the
j a v a . t e x t package with the retrieval-by-reformulationinterface
(Figure 4). Subject $5, who did not even know the existence of
the j a v a . t e x t package, described as his implementation plan
that he was going "to parse the number, take out the commas and
insert the commas". As $5 started programming, he noticed a
delivered component from the j a v a . t e x t . lqur0_berFFormatclass,
changed his original plan, and came up with a program similar to
that of $3. Subject $2, who did not know the
j a v a . t e x t . I,lurrtberFormat class either, described a plan like
S5's original one. Because no component from the
java.text.NumberFormat: class was delivered based on his
comments, he stuck to his original plan and constructed a different
program.

Reuse takes place in different phases of software development.
The granularity of reusable components varies in different phases,
but in all phases, software developers must be able to locate the
needed components. CodeBroker is a "proof-of-concept" system
that investigates the effectiveness of component delivery at
implementation level. This is important because this enhances the
productivity of programmers. The opportunity of reuse depends
on what software developers know of the repository when they are
designing or implementing software. Delivering task-relevant and
personalized reuse information can increase the reuse opportunity
limited by the knowledge of software developers. The underlying
design principles of CodeBroker can be extended to other phases
of software development, and similar support can be provided.
Software development is a knowledge intensive activity, and
reusable components are only a portion of the knowledge needed.
The information delivery mechanism is applicable not only to
software components but also to other types of software
development knowledge and other phases of the software
engineering process.

In the experiments, we observed several other occasions similar to
the above example in which delivered components stimulated
subjects to change their original plans to a new implementation
approach that reused the delivered components.
Roles of Discourse Models. Discourse models improved the taskrelevance of delivered components when they were created. In
five experiments, subjects created discourse models, which
removed about 10% of retrieved components from the deliveries.
All of the removed components were irrelevant to the task-athand.
Roles of User Models. The experiments, however, did not yield
strong and conclusive data regarding the roles of user models.
Only 2% of the retrieved components were filtered by user
models. That might be due to two reasons: (1) initial user models
were not complete because subjects did not give us all the Java
programs written by them; or (2) to observe the effectiveness of
delivering unknown components, subjects were assigned the tasks
that involved the part of the repository they did not know very
well, and, consequently, most delivered components were
unknown. Nevertheless, user models helped and are needed to
reduce the number of irrelevant components to be delivered
because a careful examination of components removed by user
models showed they could not be reused in the tasks.

We should be careful in extrapolating our fmdings from the
experiments with CodeBroker, in which the repository consisted
of components that were of very high quality, carefully
documented, and highly trusted by software developers. Subjects
were very motivated to learn how to reuse those relevant
components delivered by the system. We need to do more
experiments to investigate whether the same conclusion holds
with repositories that come from a less respected source. To
answer this question, we need to investigate the social aspects of
software reuse, such as what makes software developers trust a
component and how to involve them in the evolution of the reuse
repository to complement, or even replace, a dedicated team of
component developers [10, 33].

Summary. Overall, the experiments have shown that information
delivery can promote reuse by supporting the reuse of
unanticipated components, reducing the cost of locating
components, and augmenting software developers' capability in
constructing new programs with components. Most subjects
appreciated the support provided by CodeBroker and gave high
ratings in terms of its usefulness, as shown in Table 2, on a scale
from 1 (totally useless) to 10 (extremely useful).

6. R E L A T E D W O R K
Most of the previous research on reuse repositories has focused on
the indexing and retrieval mechanisms. Different mechanisms,
such as free-text retrieval [27], multi-facets classification [32],
semantic networks [5], spreading activation [19], behavior
sampling [18], signature matching [47], and specification
matching [30], have been proposed. CodeBroker combines both
free-text retrieval based on LSA and signature matching in its
retrieval mechanism.

Table 2: Subjective ratings on the usefulness of CodeBroker
Subject

S1

$2

$3

$4

$5

Rating

7

4

8.5

7

8

Parts of CodeBroker are similar to the systems that use identifier
names, comments, or both to cluster components that have similar
functionality. Such clusters can help software developers choose
reusable components [29] or comprehend existing software
systems [1, 28].

5. DISCUSSIONS AND F U T U R E W O R K
The success of an information delivery system hinges on how
many cues it can obtain from users' working environments to
infer their needs for new information and retrieve that information
[31]. Currently, the performance of CodeBroker is affected by the
quality of doc comments and documents of components. Although
LSA can reduce the conceptual gap between situation model and
system model with fine-tuned domain-specific semantic spaces,

The clich6-based programming environment KBEmacs [35] is
also implemented as an extension to Emacs. It has a knowledge
base of clichrs that programmers can reuse. KBEmacs helps
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programmers who already knew the clich6 because programmers
have to refer to it by name, whereas CodeBroker tries to give
programmers access to unknown components.

developers do not anticipate the existence of components or do
not know how to access them with browsing and searching.
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Reuse repository systems that support information delivery are
autonomous interface agents [26] that proactively retrieve and
deliver information by predicting the information needs of users.
Remembrance Agent [34] continually presents, from the user's
personal archive, a list of documents that are relevant to the
current document being written. Letizia [26] assists users in
browsing the WWW by suggesting and displaying relevant web
pages based on user interests. By observing the programmer's
Java programming, Expert Finder [43] can refer the programmer
to expert helpers who have displayed significant experience in the
area in which the programmer is troubled.
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